The PhD Programme’s research lines to which the students must be linked are as follows:

Research line 1: Spanish literature and thought. Research line 2: Spanish language.
Research line 3: Interdisciplinary studies in Spanish medievalism.

In the area of Spanish Language, the programme fosters doctoral research in any of the disciplines and fields of linguistic and philological research, trains highly qualified Spanish teachers, favours the teaching of Spanish worldwide and promotes advances in the knowledge of Spanish language and culture.


Priority research areas: Lexicology and lexicography, grammar, semantics, pragmatics and discourse analysis. Applied linguistics of Spanish (sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, ethnolinguistics). Spanish as L2/LE. Acquisition and teaching. History of Spanish, variation, change and linguistic contact.

Professors

- **Anula Rebollo, Ángel Alberto** (University Senior Lecturer).
  Research lines: Spanish lexicon; Spanish grammar; Spanish discourse. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259500. E-mail: alberto.anula@uam.es.
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- **Bartolomé Rodríguez, Rocío** (Associate Professor). Research lines: Teaching methodology of Spanish as a foreign language; Active methodologies for language learning; Neuroscience applied to language acquisition (as L1 and L2). Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: E-mail: rocio.bartolome@uam.es.

- **Batiukova, Olga** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Lexical semantics; Lexicon models; Lexical theory and its reflection in lexicography; Relationships between lexicon and syntax; Morphological coding of lexical information, verbal aspect. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261761. E-mail: volha.batsiukova@uam.es.

- **Cabezas Holgado, Emilio** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Synchronous Spanish grammar; Lexicon–syntax interface; Linguistic pragmatics. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-325138. E-mail: emilio.cabezas@uam.es.

- **Castro Prieto, María Rosa** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Specialised and technical Spanish lexicon; Terminology management; Digital humanities applied to Spanish language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-262602. E-mail: mariar.castro@uam.es.

- **Eguren Gutiérrez, Luis Javier** (University Professor). Research lines: Spanish grammar; Comparative grammar. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259721. E-mail: luis.eguren@uam.es.

- **Elvira González, Javier** (University Professor). Research lines: Historical linguistics; Theory of linguistic change; Historical syntax; Historical morphology. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259725. E-mail: javier.elvira@uam.es.

- **Fernández Soriano, Olga** (University Professor). Research lines: Spanish grammar; Grammar theory; Syntactic theory; Linguistic variation; Theoretical linguistics. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259763. E-mail: Olga.fernandez@uam.es.
• **Fernández-Ordóñez Hernández, Inés** (University Professor). Research lines: Current and historical dialectology; Grammar variation; Critical edition of medieval texts; Historical and chronicle texts of the Iberian Peninsula in the Middle Ages; King Alfonso X of Castile; History of Spanish philology in the 20th century. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259768. E-mail: ines.fernandez-ordonnez@uam.es.

• **García González, Javier** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Historical sociolinguistics of Spanish; Spanish as a foreign language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261549. E-mail: javier.garcia@uam.es.

• **González Cobas, Jacinto** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Teaching Spanish as a foreign language; methodology, skills, ICT, lexicon, dictionaries, literature. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261307. E-mail: jacinto.gonzalez@uam.es.

• **González Pérez, Rosario** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Diachronic semantics of Spanish; Pragmatics and discourse analysis; Metalexicography of Spanish; Critical lexicography of Spanish; Linguistics applied to discourse construction and teaching. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-258402. E-mail: rosario.gonzalez@uam.es.

• **Hidalgo de la Guía, Irene** (Associate Professor). Research lines: Clinical linguistics: linguistic profiles in neurodevelopmental and degenerative alterations; Phonetics and phonology; Forensic linguistics; Forensic phonetics. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-325096. E-mail: irene.hidalgod@uam.es.

• **Martín García, Josefa** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Morphology and morphological theory; Spanish lexicography; Grammar and lexicon of Spanish as a foreign language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-258530. E-mail: josefa.martin@uam.es.

• **Méndez Guerrero, Beatriz** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Discursive phenomena in contemporary Spanish; Influence of social factors on language; Linguistic attitudes in the variation of Spanish; Sociopragmatics of Spanish; Teaching
Spanish as a foreign language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-274022. E-mail: beatriz.mendez@uam.es.

- **Miguel Aparicio, Elena de** (University Professor). Research lines: Relationships between lexicon and syntax; Lexical aspect; Lexical polysemy linked to context. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259176. E-mail: elena.demiguel@uam.es.

- **Álvarez de Miranda de la Gándara, Pedro** (University Professor). Research lines: History of Spanish lexicon; Spanish lexicography. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-258941. E-mail: pedro.amiranda@uam.es.

- **Octavio de Toledo y Huerta, Álvaro S.** (Researcher Hired from the “Ramón y Cajal” programme). Research lines: Grammaticalization processes in the history of Spanish; Historical dialectology of Spanish; Evolution of the information structure: topicalization and targeting; Dynamics of the discursive traditions in the history of Spanish: Early Modern Spanish, h. 1675-1825; Relationships between morphosyntactic variation and textual variants. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-281253. E-mail: alvaro.octaviodetoledo@uam.es.

- **Palacios Alcaine, Azucena** (University Professor). Research lines: Spanish in America; Spanish in contact with Amerindian languages; Variation and linguistic change induced by contact. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04- 258628. E-mail: azucena.palacios@uam.es.

- **Pazó Espinosa, José** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Morphology of Spanish; Translation studies; Spanish as a foreign language; Japanese studies. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261301. E-mail: jose.pazo@uam.es.

- **Penas Ibáñez, M.ª Azucena** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Semantics; Lexicon; Text grammar; Discourse analysis; Translation; Cyberlanguage. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259261. E-mail: azucena.penas@uam.es.
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- **Sánchez Jiménez, Santiago U.** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Linguistic analysis from a historical perspective; Study of the lexicon–syntax interface; Didactic perspectives in the study of Spanish language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260767. E-mail: santiagou.sanchez@uam.es.

- **Serradilla Castaño, Ana** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Historical grammar; Historical phraseology; Teaching of phraseology to students learning Spanish as a foreign language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-258789. E-mail: ana.serradilla@uam.es.

Spanish Literature area (Department of Spanish Philology)

In the area of Spanish Literature, the programme promotes doctoral research on subjects related to authors, periods, poetics and processes of Spanish literature and the literature of Hispanic-American countries, as well as the very diverse historical and cultural contexts in which such literatures have developed.


Priority research areas: Spanish literature from the Middle Ages to the Present. History of literary genres in Europe and America. Relationship between Spanish literature and other art forms (film, painting, music, etc.). Cultural studies in Hispanic literatures.

Professors

- **Arias Careaga, Raquel** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Contemporary Hispanic-American narrative; Gender and class perspective applied to literature. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261582. E-mail: raquel.arias@uam.es.
- Barrero Pérez, Óscar (University Professor). Research lines: Spanish and Hispanic-American literature, 17th-20th centuries. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259563. E-mail: oscar.barrero@uam.es.

- Becerra Grande, Eduardo (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Hispanic-American narrative (novels and short stories), 20th and 21st centuries; Latin Americanist literary criticism; Hispanic surrealism. Researcher profile on UAM's Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261478. E-mail: eduardo.becerra@uam.es.

- Becerra Mayor, David (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Cultural studies; Marxist literary theory; Contemporary critical, political and revolutionary literature; Social literature, crises and movements. Social and socialist realism; Historical literature and memory; Contemporary Spanish hegemonic and counter-hegemonic literary discourses. Researcher profile on UAM's Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-264226. E-mail: david.becerra@uam.es.

- Campa Gutiérrez, Mariano de la (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Medieval historiography during and after King Alfonso X, 1270-1344; Poetry in the Spanish Golden Age: the new Balladry; Francisco de Quevedo; Literary historiography, 18th-20th centuries; History of philology, 20th century; Critical edition and textual criticism. Researcher profile on UAM's Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260108. E-mail: mariano.campa@uam.es.

- Gómez Gómez, Jesús (University Professor). Research lines: The genre of literary dialogues and the origins of the essay; Bucolic poems and poetic traditions in classical Spanish literature; Lope de Vega and the development of the New Comedy; the Court and the ideal of literary leisure. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259843. E-mail: jesus.gomez@uam.es.

- Llera Ruiz, José Antonio (Temporary Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Contemporary Spanish poetry; Literary journalism; Comparative artistic languages; Autobiographical literature. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production
López Martínez, José Enrique (Researcher hired from the “Tomás y Valiente” programme). Research lines: Spanish fictional prose, 16th-17th centuries; Spanish plays, 16th-17th centuries; Critical and ecdotic edition; Religious literature and thought; Humanism and antihumanism in Spain. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-315007. E-mail: josee.lopez@uam.es.

Millares Martín, Selena (University Professor). Research lines: Hispanic literatures, 20th-21st centuries; Hispanic-American poets; Vanguard Hispanic proses; Creative writing. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259179. E-mail: selena.millares@uam.es.

Navarro Romero, Rosa María (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Contemporary short stories; Transmedia literature and digital culture; Relationship between literature and other art forms; Intercultural communication and humour. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-331258. E-mail: rosa.navarro@uam.es.

Noguera Guirao, Dolores (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Dramaturgy; Spanish Golden Age theatre; Documentary centres: archives and libraries; Paleography. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260546. E-mail: dolores.noguera@uam.es.

Ocasar Ariza, José Luis (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Dialogues, Spanish Renaissance and the 20th century; Arce de Otálora; Genetic criticism; Postmodern literature; Spanish as a foreign language. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-271682. E-mail: jose.ocasar@uam.es.

Ortiz Canseco, Marta (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Colonial Latin American literature; Latin American literature; Contemporary literature; the Avant-Garde in Peru; Indigenism; Latin American literature written by women. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-263993. E-mail: marta.ortiz@uam.es.

Salvo García, Irene (Researcher hired from the “Atracción de talento” programme). Research lines: Textual philology;
Medieval and Renaissance historiography and literature; Classical tradition; Comparative history of translation. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-271773. E-mail: irene.salvo@uam.es.

- **Trujillo Martínez, José Ramón** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Literature from the Middle Ages to the Baroque; Translation and Literature; Edition and technologies, border literatures: journalism, travel and colonial. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261673. E-mail: joseramon.trujillo@uam.es.

- **Valcárcel Rivera, Carmen** (University Professor). Research lines: Relationship between literature and art; Memory and exile; Literature written by women; Contemporary Hispanic narrative; Hispanic short stories and micro stories; Creative writing. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-258822. E-mail: carmen.valcarcel@uam.es.

- **Zamora Calvo, María Jesús** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Treatises on magic and inquisitors' manuals from the Renaissance and Baroque; Short stories inserted in treatises on magic and inquisitors' manuals; Sexual and gender identity in the Spanish Golden Age literature; Women and the Inquisition; Digital humanities. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261611. E-mail: mariajesus.zamora@uam.es.

---

**Medieval History area (Department of Ancient and Medieval History, Palaeography and Diplomastics)**

In the area of Medieval History, the programme fosters doctoral research into the various aspects of Spanish medievalism, from a perspective that analyses the study areas in a clearly comprehensive space-time, socio-economic and ideological framework. The Iberian Peninsula and its complex nature in the medieval period represent a singularly attractive framework for Spanish and foreign researchers.

Research line: ‘Research line 3: Interdisciplinary studies in Spanish
Priority research areas: Political culture and elites in urban Spain in the Late Middle Ages. Holy wars, religious violence and the Crusades in the Iberian Peninsula in the Middle Ages. Cultures and spaces in contact in the Iberian Peninsula and the Mediterranean. Thought, memory and political power in the Spanish kingdoms.

**Professors**

- **Ayala Martínez, Carlos de** (University Professor). Research lines: Reign of Alfonso X of Castile and Leon; Spanish military orders; Holy War in the Iberian Peninsula and its political and ideological implications. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259545. E-mail: carlos.ayala@uam.es.

- **Caunedo del Potro, Betsabé** (Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Merchants and Castilian commerce in the Late Middle Ages. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259651. E-mail: betsabe.caunedo@uam.es.

- **Guerrero Navarrete, Yolanda** (Professor). Research lines: Urban history; Municipal taxation; Urban political identities; History of women in the Middle Ages. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260244. E-mail: yolanda.guerrero@uam.es.

- **Miranda García, Fermín** (Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Ideological models for political power; Underprivileged social groups (peasants, religious minorities); Ecclesiastical institutions and their social and economic presence; Medieval chronicles and ideology; Death among the elites in the Spanish world; History of the Kingdom of Navarre. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260076. E-mail: fermin.miranda@uam.es.

- **Montero Málaga, Alicia** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Urban history; History of the nobility in Castile. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-264663. E-mail: alicia.montero@uam.es.

- **Nogales Rincón, David** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Castilian royalty in the Late Middle Ages, 13th-15th centuries; Relationships between power and culture in the Late Middle Ages, 13th-15th centuries; Political thought in the Middle Ages, 13th-15th centuries. Researcher profile on UAM’s
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Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-278864. E-mail: david.nogales@uam.es.

- **Palacios Ontalva, J. Santiago** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Border; Medieval War; Ideology and iconography of the Reconquest of Spain; Political power; Monarchy; Military architecture; Relations between Christianity and Islam. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261696. E-mail: santiago.palacios@uam.es.

- **Sánchez Benito, José María** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Urban history; Municipal taxation; the Economy in the Late Middle Ages. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261527. E-mail: josemaria.sanchez@uam.es.

- **Villalba Ruiz de Toledo, Francisco Javier** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Travelling in the Middle Ages. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-261467. E-mail: franciscojavier.villalba@uam.es.

---

**Historiographic Sciences and Techniques area (Department of Ancient and**

In the Historiographic Sciences and Techniques area, the programme fosters doctoral research into written culture, handwritten documents and books, plus paleographic edition sources, especially from documentary sources from the Iberian Peninsula in the Middle Ages.

Research line: ‘Research line 3: Interdisciplinary studies in Spanish medievalism’.


**Professors**

- **Carrasco Lazareno, Mª Teresa** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Spanish paleography and diplomacy (12th-
16th centuries); Codicology; Cistercian monastic archives (Kingdom of Leon).

Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259094. E-mail: mariateresa.carrasco@uam.es.

- **López Gómez, Érika** (Associate Professor). Research lines: Writing and documentation in the Iberian Peninsula in the Middle Ages; Codices and documents from medieval Spain. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-262366. E-mail: erika.lopez@uam.es.

---

**Spanish Philosophical Thought area (Department of Spanish Social Anthropology and Philosophical Thought)**

In the area of Spanish and Ibero-American Thought, the programme fosters PhD research into the original sources of Spanish tradition, the history of Hispanic-American countries, and the reciprocal influences between Spain and the Hispanic-American countries.


Priority research areas: From the New Spain tradition to contemporary Mexico: the Mexican Enlightenment, the era of independence and 20th-century Mexico. History of Spanish thought: mainly the 19th-century liberal tradition and the dialogue with Europe and America. Relationship between philosophy and literature in 20th-century thought: from the end-of-century crisis to the 1939 exile. Spanish thought in the last decades.

**Professors**

- **Elena, Trapanese** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Relationships between philosophy, literature and social sciences; Spanish and Ibero-American thought in the 20th century; Thoughts from Spanish and Ibero-American women and female artists; Philosophy of education; Philosophy and interculturality; María Zambrano. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-264702. E-mail: elena.trapanese@uam.es.
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- **Gordo Piñar, Gemma** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Ibero-American thought; Intellectual networks between Spain and America; Miguel de Unamuno. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: [iMarina ID: 04-262022](https://www.imarina.uam.es/). E-mail: gemma.gordo@uam.es.

- **Hermida de Blas, Fernando** (Hired Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Regenerationism, early Spanish neo-Kantianism and positivism; Miguel de Unamuno, Ramiro and María de Maeztu; Spanish philosophical thought during the Franco era and the transition to democracy. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: [iMarina ID: 04-260838](https://www.imarina.uam.es/). E-mail: fernando.hermida@uam.es.

- **Mora García, José Luis** (University Professor Emeritus). Research lines: History of Spanish thought; the “Silver Age” of Spanish thought (the first third of the 20th century). Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: [iMarina ID: 04-260528](https://www.imarina.uam.es/). E-mail: jose.mora@uam.es.

- **Nogueroles Jové, Marta** (Assistant Professor with a PhD). Research lines: Spanish thought; Spanish female thinkers; Catalan philosophy; Philosophy of education. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: [iMarina ID: 04-261546](https://www.imarina.uam.es/). E-mail: marta.nogueroles@uam.es.

- **Sánchez-Gey Venegas, Juana** (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Contemporary Spanish thought; Philosophy and Education. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: [iMarina ID: 04-259412](https://www.imarina.uam.es/). E-mail: juana.sanchez-gey@uam.es.

Department of Modern History (IULCE)

At IULCE (“La Corte en Europa” University Institute), the programme fosters doctoral research which implies researching the thought, culture and religious currents in the Iberian Peninsula and the colonial environment during the Modern Age.
Research line: ‘Research line 1: Spanish literature and thought’.

Priority research areas: Cultural dimension in diplomatic relations in the Modern Age. Culture and thought in the viceroy area. Courtly culture within the framework of the Spanish monarchy. Religion and devotional currents in Spain and in the viceroy area. Economic thought.

Professors

Rivero Rodríguez, Manuel (University Professor). Research lines: Diplomatic relations of the Spanish monarchy during the Renaissance and Modern Age; the Viceroyalties; Political and court history in the Modern Age. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-259337. E-mail: manuel.rivero@uam.es.

Martínez Millán, José (University Professor). Research lines: The Inquisition and spiritual currents in Spain; the Court and power groups in the Spanish monarchy. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260511. E-mail: jose.millan@uam.es.

De Carlos Morales, Carlos Javier (University Senior Lecturer). Research lines: Economic history of the Modern Age. Researcher profile on UAM’s Scientific Production Portal: iMarina ID: 04-260713. E-mail: carlos.carlos@uam.es.